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MONOPOLY LIVE REVIEW. Ever wondered what it would be like to play one of the world’s most popular
board games at a casino? Visit LV BET to play Monopoly Live, Evolution’s adaptation of a century-old

classic — the Monopoly board game. This Live Casino game combines the best of board gameplay with
the versatility of live gaming, offering multipliers, cash prizes and an interactive bonus game. Want to
learn more? Join Mr Monopoly at LV BET and see if you can conquer the Monopoly board! ABOUT

MONOPOLY LIVE — EVOLUTION. Monopoly Live is based on a board game, The Landlord’s Game,
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created and self-published by Lizzie Maggie in 1903 as an educational tool to explain single-tax theory
and the negative aspects of concentrating commercial properties in private monopolies. The classic

Monopoly game was patented in 1935, designed by cartoonist F.O. Alexander. The iconic Mr Monopoly,
also known as Rich Uncle Pennybags or the Monopoly Man, is inspired by financier, banker and

corporate mogul J.P. Morgan. In 1991, Monopoly was acquired by Hasbro, which ushered in a new era
of game editions and adaptations across all entertainment industries, including casino gambling. Today,

nearly every household owns a copy of the light moss-green board game, and it’s become a favourite
pastime for millions of families worldwide. Monopoly-themed slot machines and lotteries have spread

across land-based casinos in the United States and Europe; now, Mr Monopoly is paying a visit to your
favourite online casino as well! Enter Monopoly Live, an online adaptation by Evolution (formerly

Evolution Gaming), based on the fan-favourite Dream Catcher. Monopoly Live is a Money Wheel game
that uses augmented reality to bring Mr Monopoly to life! The game offers multipliers, random cash
prizes and a thrilling bonus game where players can win up to 10,000x the wager. Monopoly Live is
hosted in a vibrant, illuminated studio with professional hosts who take turns spinning the wheel and

guiding the gameplay. If you’ve never played games like Dream Catcher or Crazy Time, then you may
need some help getting started with Monopoly Live; let’s take a look at the gameplay! GAMEPLAY. The

Monopoly wheel contains 54 coloured segments separated by pins. The player’s objective is to
successfully predict which of the wheel's segments will win, and the numbers correspond to the payout
odds on a to-one basis (eg: a winning wager on ‘10’ will pay 10:1). The gameplay is straightforward:
wager on the outcomes of your choice and watch the colourful wheel spins! Players are allotted some

time to place their bets, after which the game's host (live dealer) spins the wheel. An illuminated pointer
will indicate the winning segment, mounted directly above a rubber flapper that brushes against the pins
to slow the wheel down. When the wheel comes to a halt, the pointer will rest above one of the segments

— that's the winning number! The wheel segments are labelled as follows: 1, 2, 5, 10, CHANCE, 2
ROLLS and 4 ROLLS. The only way to access the Monopoly bonus game is by wagering on '2 ROLLS'

or '4 ROLLS'. If the wheel stops on one of these segments, the bonus game will begin with the
corresponding number of rolls. The wheel's single 'CHANCE' segment is similar to the board game's

Chance cards; if the wheel stops on this segment, it will award a random cash prize or a multiplier bonus
on the next win. MONOPOLY LIVE WHEEL. The wheel is divided into coloured sections; below is the

breakdown by type, colour, number of segments and their payout. 1 White 22 1:1 2 Green 15 2:1 5 Pink
7 5:1 10 Blue 4 10:1. There are only two ‘CHANCE’ and ‘2 ROLLS’ segments, and only one ‘4 ROLLS’.

MONOPOLY LIVE RTP — HOUSE EDGE. The optimal theoretical RTP in the main game is 96.23;
however, the RTP will differ depending on the wager placed. Here is the theoretical RTP for every wager,

along with the respective house edge: 1 — RTP 92.88% — 7.12% 2 — RTP 96.23% — 3.77% 5 —
RTP 91.30% — 8.70% 10 — RTP 96.02% — 3.98% 2 ROLLS — RTP 93.90% — 6.10% 4 ROLLS —

RTP 93.67% — 6.33% Keep in mind that Monopoly Live is a game of chance! Nearly 70% (37/54 =
68.52%) of the wheel is made up of ‘1’ and ‘2’ segments, which means that the odds of landing on lower

numbers are far greater than the odds of hitting ‘4 ROLLS’ (1.85%) or ‘CHANCE’ (3.70%). Extended
streaks of low numbers are common; please play responsibly. BONUSES AND SPECIAL FEATURES.
The best part about playing Monopoly Live is the abundance of bonus features and extra chances to win!
Let’s have a look at all the Monopoly Live bonus features and see what’s in store for you in this brilliant

casino game. CHANCE. There are no free spins in this game, but the closest thing to it is the CHANCE
card in the main game. If the wheel stops on ‘CHANCE’, all players will be awarded a random cash prize
or a multiplier on the next spin. If the award is a multiplier, all current bets will be held, and the host spins
the wheel once more. The outcome of the following spin will be multiplied by the awarded multiplier; if the
outcome of the respin is another multiplier, they will stack. Players who wagered on the winning number

will enjoy the multiplied payout! If the outcome of the respin is the bonus game, then only those who
wagered on one of the ‘ROLLS’ segments will win. MONOPOLY LIVE BONUS GAME. The Monopoly

Live bonus game is the main attraction in this Live Casino game show. Buckle up for a gaming
experience like no other; Evolution went above and beyond to deliver unparalleled gameplay with

fantastic rewards! Monopoly Live uses augmented reality to bring Mr Monopoly to life, and he’s eager to
take over and show you around. The bonus game is similar to the Monopoly board game, featuring

houses and hotels, Utilities, Free Parking, Railways, Taxes, Jail/Go to Jail, Chance, Community Chest
and GO on a beautifully rendered 3D Monopoly board. Properties, Utilities, Railways and Free Parking

all have basic rewards. When the game begins, houses and hotels will be constructed on some
properties and will increase their values. Chance and Community Chest can award random cash prizes



or collect fees. The Income Tax and the Supertax will decrease your bonus winnings by 10% and 20%,
respectively. To qualify for the bonus round, the player must have placed a wager on ‘2 ROLLS’ or ‘4

ROLLS’. Each wager corresponds to the number of dice rolls in the bonus game. If the wheel stops on ‘2
ROLLS’ or ‘4 ROLLS’, the bonus round will begin. Each dice roll is automated and will be live-streamed

when the bonus begins. Once the first roll is complete, Mr Monopoly will move around the board and
collect prizes and multipliers. If Mr Monopoly passes ‘GO’, all rewards on the board will be doubled! Be
wary, there are a few dangers on the way; if Mr Monopoly lands in Jail, then a double roll is needed to
escape (eg: 4-4). If a double is rolled when Mr Monopoly is not in Jail, an extra dice roll will be added.

CONCLUSION. The Monopoly Live online casino game is Evolution’s crowning achievement, along with
other innovative titles like Crazy Time and Gonzo’s Treasure Hunt. These live games bring the best of
live gaming and mix it up with features that players know and love. Spin the wheel for a chance to win

fantastic rewards, like cash and multipliers, and if the multiplier bonus is triggered — you’ll get to move
around the board with Mr Monopoly to collect even more prizes! You’ll be granted several dice rolls; after

each roll, Mr Monopoly will move and gather multipliers and cash. Don’t forget that the game is quite
similar to its tabletop counterpart — you can land in Jail too! Despite the pitfalls, thousands of players

agree that live Monopoly is one of the best Live Casino games ever created. Are you ready for
immersive gaming? Join LV BET and see for yourself! GAME RULES. The Monopoly Live casino game

is more complicated than your ordinary Money Wheel-themed Live Casino games from Evolution, like
Dream Catcher; however, the basic premise is the same: select your preferred chip bet value and place
a wager on the segment(s) of your choosing. The minimum bet is €0.10 (or currency equivalent), and the
max bet is €1,000. When the wheel comes to a stop on one of the numbered sections, all players who

wagered on that number will collect a corresponding payout (eg: ‘5’ pays 5:1). Players can place bets on
multiple numbers. If the wheel lands on ‘CHANCE’, players will be awarded a cash prize or a multiplier. If
the award is a multiplier, the live dealer will spin the wheel once more. The outcome of the respin will be
multiplied accordingly, and the multipliers will stack if the respin results in another multiplier. Only players

who originally wagered on that outcome will enjoy the bonus payout. The Monopoly bonus is triggered
when the wheel stops on ‘2 ROLLS’ or ‘4 ROLLS’. The number of rolls corresponds to the dice rolls in

the bonus round. The bonus feature takes place on the Monopoly board game in 3D. After every dice roll,
Mr Monopoly will move around the board and collect prizes for all players who wagered on the segment
which triggered the round. The Monopoly bonus round is packed with features and rewards, so make

sure to take a thorough look at the game’s rules before you play! MONOPOLY Live - FAQ. � WHAT IS
MONOPOLY LIVE? Monopoly Live is a one-of-a-kind Live Casino game from Evolution (formerly

Evolution Gaming). This live game is packed with prizes, multipliers and an interactive bonus where
players can win up to 10,000x the wager. The min bet is €0.10 (or currency equivalent), and the max bet
is €1,000. All spins in the main game are paid, but the dice rolls in the bonus are free. � HOW TO PLAY
MONOPOLY LIVE? To play live Monopoly, players must have a registered casino account with sufficient

funds to bet. To wager on the game, players have to select their preferred chip value and click on the
segments of their choice. The game host spins the wheel, and the number on which it lands determines

the winning bet. If the wheel stops on ‘CHANCE’, players will be awarded a random cash prize or a
multiplier on the next spin, for which all bets are held in place. Players who place their chips on ‘2

ROLLS’ or ‘4 ROLLS’ are wagering on the number of rolls in the bonus feature. If the wheel stops on one
of these segments, qualifying players will proceed to the bonus. � HOW DOES MONOPOLY LIVE

WORK? Monopoly Live is a game of chance. Once the betting window closes, the game host spins the
Monopoly wheel and waits until it comes to a stop on one of the segments. The outcomes of the spins
are random, as are the results of the dice rolls in the bonus feature. � WHERE TO PLAY MONOPOLY
LIVE FOR REAL MONEY? � WHY IS MONOPOLY LIVE SO POPULAR? Monopoly has always been

the favourite board game of many families around the world. This fantastic game offers dynamic
entertainment, strategy and chance all in one awesome gaming experience! When paired with real

winnings and win multipliers, it’s no wonder that Monopoly Live took the world by storm! � HOW TO WIN
IN MONOPOLY LIVE? As with all gambling games and betting as a whole, there is no foolproof strategy
to winning in Monopoly Live. Please be mindful of the wagers you place and always play responsibly. �
CAN YOU PLAY MONOPOLY LIVE ONLINE FOR REAL MONEY? Yes, you can! To do so, you must

have a registered online casino account and sufficient funds in your balance to place a wager. Filter our
games by ‘Evolution’ or search for Monopoly Live directly to place your bets. About Us Best Slot Games

Mobile Application LV Points Terms and Conditions Responsible Gaming Privacy Policy Affiliates
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